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The views expressed in this presentation are the views of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB), or its Board of Governors, or the governments they represent. ADB does not guarantee the accuracy of the data 
included in this presentation and accepts no responsibility for any consequences of their use. Terminology used may not necessarily be 
consistent with ADB official terms. 
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Quality StandardsQuality Standards

Clear legal frameworksClear legal frameworks
Minimization of uncertainty and risks for Minimization of uncertainty and risks for 

entrepreneursentrepreneurs
Fighting corruption and embezzlementsFighting corruption and embezzlements
Reducing costs for entrepreneurs and Reducing costs for entrepreneurs and 

optimization of costs for governmentsoptimization of costs for governments



Effective system of postEffective system of post--entry auditentry audit

1) 1) Amendments to customs legislation are Amendments to customs legislation are 
required to envisagerequired to envisage::

-- reducing the types of inspections (including patrol inspectionsreducing the types of inspections (including patrol inspections););
-- mandatory notification of a subject to be audited about the mandatory notification of a subject to be audited about the 

planned auditplanned audit;;
-- clarification of rights and obligations of auditors and audited clarification of rights and obligations of auditors and audited 

entities;entities;
-- limitation of frequency and duration of each type of audits;limitation of frequency and duration of each type of audits;
-- specification of the list of grounds and the procedure for specification of the list of grounds and the procedure for 

assigning each type of auditsassigning each type of audits



2) 2) Development and introduction of standards on Development and introduction of standards on 
procedures for conducing and documentation of audit procedures for conducing and documentation of audit 
resultsresults..

BenefitsBenefits::

This will make the procedure of control predictable, more This will make the procedure of control predictable, more 
understandable for business and, consequently, will understandable for business and, consequently, will 
facilitate the compliance with legal requirements by facilitate the compliance with legal requirements by 
enterprisesenterprises. . Besides, these measures will reduce Besides, these measures will reduce 
opportunities for inspectors for embezzlementsopportunities for inspectors for embezzlements..



3) 3) Development of Development of ““audit questionnairesaudit questionnaires”” oror
““checklistschecklists”” to be used during audits. to be used during audits. 

This is the list of issues to be covered by the auditThis is the list of issues to be covered by the audit..

BenefitsBenefits::
Introduction of checklists will enable toIntroduction of checklists will enable to::
-- simplify and accelerate audit procedures, as well as prevent embsimplify and accelerate audit procedures, as well as prevent embezzlements ezzlements 
during audits (only issues in the checklist are covered by the aduring audits (only issues in the checklist are covered by the auditudit););
-- make audits more effectivemake audits more effective ((the audit quality is less dependent on the the audit quality is less dependent on the 
inspectorinspector’’s qualification, ensuring a uniform approach to audit subjectss qualification, ensuring a uniform approach to audit subjects););
-- ensure equality in relations of the inspector and the entrepreneensure equality in relations of the inspector and the entrepreneurur;;
-- improve enforcement of requirementsimprove enforcement of requirements ((less requirements, they are more less requirements, they are more 
specific specific –– the entrepreneur can prepare for the audit in advancethe entrepreneur can prepare for the audit in advance).).



4) 4) Development of criteria to classify traders Development of criteria to classify traders 
by risk groups, establishment of a maximum by risk groups, establishment of a maximum 
frequency and duration for audits in each riskfrequency and duration for audits in each risk

group. Audit frequency shall reflect the risk level group. Audit frequency shall reflect the risk level 
represented by the traderrepresented by the trader..
BenefitsBenefits::

Enables, not affecting the economic security, toEnables, not affecting the economic security, to::
-- focus the customs bodies on high risk entitiesfocus the customs bodies on high risk entities;;
-- rationally use human, time and budgetary resources of customs borationally use human, time and budgetary resources of customs bodiesdies..

Clear timelines and frequency of auditsClear timelines and frequency of audits::
-- will limit the possibility for interference into operations of ewill limit the possibility for interference into operations of enterprises and nterprises and 
embezzlements by customs bodies;embezzlements by customs bodies;
-- will reduce the time taken from company staff for audits will reduce the time taken from company staff for audits ((less frequent and less frequent and 
quicker auditsquicker audits))



5) 5) Shift focus of customs control from identifying Shift focus of customs control from identifying 
offences and imposing penalties to prevention of offences and imposing penalties to prevention of 

offences and consultations. Audits shall not be of a offences and consultations. Audits shall not be of a 
punitive nature, but of preventive and explanatory naturepunitive nature, but of preventive and explanatory nature.. 

BenefitsBenefits::

Enables to depart from the practice of enforcement by punishing Enables to depart from the practice of enforcement by punishing and and 
shift to the achievement of  this goal through explanations and shift to the achievement of  this goal through explanations and 
consultationsconsultations..

Enables to create conditions for trustful, partnership relationsEnables to create conditions for trustful, partnership relations betweenbetween
customs bodies and traderscustoms bodies and traders..



6) 6) It is assumed that during audits customsIt is assumed that during audits customs
bodies will use the approach of bodies will use the approach of ““voluntary voluntary 
observance of legislationobservance of legislation”” envisaging incentives envisaging incentives 

for compliance with legislationfor compliance with legislation..

Given the existing moratorium on inspections of small and mediumGiven the existing moratorium on inspections of small and medium
businesses, in the current year audits covered to a maximum extebusinesses, in the current year audits covered to a maximum extent all large nt all large 
businessesbusinesses.  .  

Based on the audits conducted during this year, the system for eBased on the audits conducted during this year, the system for evaluation of valuation of 
the financial situation and compliance of companies will be devethe financial situation and compliance of companies will be developed to loped to 
apply to them simplified and accelerated customs clearanceapply to them simplified and accelerated customs clearance..

The level of compliance by the company, for which each company wThe level of compliance by the company, for which each company will wish to  ill wish to  
qualify on a voluntary basis, will be the basis to apply specifiqualify on a voluntary basis, will be the basis to apply specific simplified c simplified 
customs clearance and control procedures to the company engages customs clearance and control procedures to the company engages in moving in moving 
goodsgoods..
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